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Data Share Issues

• Fall Into Three Major Categories
  • Technical Risk
  • Legal and Regulatory
  • Reputational
Data Share Issues

• Technical Risk
  • Data Connections with Strangers are Inherently Risky
  • Risk to Systems
    • Malware
    • Misconfiguration
    • Partners Cyber Programs
  • Risk to Data
    • Encryption
    • On Prem Safeguards
    • Insider Threat Risks
• ISA and Audit Results
Data Share Issues

• Legal/Regulatory Risk
  • NERC CIP BCSI
  • CEII Controls
  • State Regulations

• Get Out of Jail Card
Data Share Issues

• Reputational Risk
  • Will Your Partner Honor An NDA?
  • Burlington Electric Incident
  • Springfield Water Utility
  • FUD and Clickbait